The article describes the practical experience of using the Robocode computer simulator and models in Matlab Simulink Simmechanics in the study of artificial intelligence and robotics systems at the Kuban State University. In this paper, the problem of teaching students of higher educational institutions of robotics with the application of the project-based learning and using the simulation environment is considered. These environments allow, at the initial stage of training, students to replace expensive experiments with real hardware. The actual task when teaching such disciplines is the selection of practical tasks and used software that should help students to learn about non-trivial models and algorithms of artificial intelligence, to awaken interest in discipline and at the same time to be accessible in terms of the complexity of mastering for students. Creating a model of a physical system, taking into account not ideal sensors and actuators, allows you to immerse yourself in the creation of real systems, taking into account the key features of the functioning of robots. The application of different models of behavior on the same robot model makes it possible to identify the strengths and weaknesses of both physical modeling and the AI algorithm. Since 2013 students of two faculties of Kuban State University have been studying programming for RoboCode and Mathlab Simulink.
Introduction
The courses "Artificial Intelligence Systems" and "Intellectual Information Systems" are included in many educational bachelor's programs in the faculty of information technology as basic or advanced courses.
In particular, these courses are taught by the authors of this paper in the fourth course of the 
Problem Statement
In this paper, the problem of teaching students of higher educational institutions of robotics with the application of the project-based learning and using the simulation environment is considered. These environments allow, at the initial stage of training, students to replace expensive experiments with real hardware.
Also, the use of packages such as MATLAB allows teachers to skip the training of engineering students directly to programming, as they provide a convenient interface for experimenting with physical laws.
In turn, the use of simulation simulations using the example of Robocode and Gazebo allows students of applied mathematicics speciality to use ready-made physical engines and debug high-level algorithms.
Research Questions
The actual task when teaching such disciplines is the selection of practical tasks and used software that should help students to learn about non-trivial models and algorithms of artificial intelligence, to awaken interest in discipline and at the same time to be accessible in terms of the complexity of mastering for students.
One of the key sections of these training courses are intellectual agents (Russel & Norvig, 2003) .
Similarly, the division of tasks in one group, which involves the creation of a mathematical model of the kinematics and dynamics of the mechanism by physics students, and the behavioral algorithms by student programmers helps in practice to consolidate the theoretical knowledge gained about intellectual agents, increases student interest in the subject and training, strengthens interfaculty interaction and builds intercollegiate relations. That, in turn, makes it possible to organize competitions among students using computer simulation programs.
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Purpose of the Study
The Robocode simulator is one of the most mature, popular and convenient programs for conducting intelligent agent tournaments (Robocode official website). He simulates the battle of tanks on a square field without obstacles (Figure 1) . In battle it is necessary to destroy enemy tanks, reducing the points of their lives to zero by hits from the gun or ram, and also to dodge enemy shots in order to survive the maximum amount of time in the battle. Matlab Simulink with the Simmechanics package allows to simulate mechanical systems using the ODE Solid State Physics simulation library, takes into account the friction of sliding and rolling of the robot wheels (Riadchykov et al, 2016) , the dynamics when changing the trajectory of motion, the features of wheels drive systems and the tower. Programs can work independently or be combined into a command. The latter possibility can be used to train interaction in multi-agent systems.
Robocode allows teachers to make a tournament among programs with a graphical display of combat simulation with a given speed. The tournament contains a specified number of rounds, which end with the victory of one of the participants or after the expiration of time. Figure 2 shows the result of one of the tournaments. 
Research Methods
In this paper the study of using Robocode simulation environment in the educational process with a comprehensive design approach in the training of robotics ( fig. 3) .
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Findings
Competitions on robotics in virtual environments among students are conducted by authors at the Writing an intellectual agent program and participating in the competition is part of the author's educational program on artificial intelligence and is necessary for students to receive positive grades in this discipline. This encourages the implementation of robot control algorithms based on the environment model, containing elements of machine learning, forecasting (Ryadchikov et al, 2017b) . The most successful and interesting algorithms are reported and discussed by the participants after the tournament.
The most interesting classes of algorithms implemented by students:
1. Capture and track the target, switch to the closest and / or dangerous target.
2. Shooting with anticipation on the enemy, taking into account the prediction of its movements based on the results of previous observations. 3. Departure from the line of fire, avoidance of collisions from the analysis of the history of observations. 4. Choice of the strategy of behavior depending on the results of previous rounds.
Creating a model of a physical system, taking into account not ideal sensors and actuators, allows you to immerse yourself in the creation of real systems, taking into account the key features of the
